We live in a special place.

To live here is to understand

that we share something rare and precious: The mountains and
the open space. A sense of community and shared values. A desire
to talk and debate and grow, but grow with wisdom and intent.

To live here is to know this. Yet we share something
more, something that runs more quietly under the fabric of all
we see and love. You might not know about it, and yet you are a
part of it. It is the Boulder County Food Shed, and every one of us
is key to its health and vibrancy.

A food shed is about place , but it is more than a place.
A food shed is about what we eat, but it is more than the food on
our plate, too. Above all, a food shed is a relationship: between
people and the environment, between community and its
producers, between individuals and the economy. When we become
aware of and nurture these relationships, we all thrive.

The Shed isn’t something we create —it simply is.
And we can’t choose to be a part of it – we already are. What we
all have a choice in is whether we are going to celebrate it, make
it strong and resilient, nurture the things that in turn nurture us.
We believe that in doing so we create a virtuous cycle, supporting
a vibrant food shed that in turn rewards the community with
food that is healthy for people, the environment and the economy.

We are our food , our land, our water, our air, our
economy. The Shed houses it all. The Shed is our way of saying
we’re linked. We’re together. We’re in. So support local farmers.
Shop locally. Participate in the farmers markets and CSAS.
Love where you shop. Love what you eat.

Love where you live and it will love you back.

BECOME AWARE OF YOUR ROLE IN THE SHED AT
www.TheShedBouldercounty.org

